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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Sending this for upload just before I fly off to a bit of
warmth in the Hawaiian sun. It has been a good start
to our year with successful shows, trials, graduations,
a breed survey, a C & WA and most importantly many fun days at
training.
In this edition is the updated calendar , upcoming show schedules, stories—some informative and some good humoured, the
winners of the S.B.E.
Please support our association sponsors for the 2019 year.
The year flies by so quickly with another State Breed Exhibition
has been done and dusted, another G.S.D.C.A. A..G.M. completed
and we will race to the next A.G.M. for our association.
This weekend will see our QGM and a SGM to seek support in updating our Constitution & Domestic Rules.
Until next time I bid you Aloha—take care of your dogs, they are
precious we have them for such a little while and we could learn
a lot from our furry friends.
Margaret Adams—Editor
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Library goes to the dogs for Tales to Tails
The Canfield library hosted Tales to Tails, during which children in grades kindergarten
and up had the opportunity to read to therapy dogs, on March 11.
Therapy dogs were provided by Pet Partners of Greater Youngstown, a local pet therapy
group.
Sira, a 3.5 year-old schnauzer and mutt mix, is a
certified therapy dog with Pet Partners. Debora Macomber is Sira’s human and handler.
“Sira is a certified therapy dog with Pet Partners
and she loves it. We also work with Akron Children’s Hospital and Windsor House and several
schools and nursing homes. The kids just love her.
We go wherever we are needed. It is so heartwarming and satisfying. Having Sira
visit makes all the difference and she brings a lot of joy
to a lot of people,” Macomber said.
Simba, a 9-year-old miniature golden doodle is also a
certified therapy dog with Pet Partners. Terri Wagner is
Simba’s human and handler.
“We love coming to the library. It is one of our favorite places to visit. Simba loves the
kids and the kids love Simba,” Wagner said.
Miles and Emily Mihalick, of Canfield, were the first ones to read to Sira and Simba.
“They love it. This is the third or fourth time we’ve come to the program and they look forward to it each month. There are different dogs each month and they can’t wait to see
which dogs will be there,” said Lindsey Mihalick, Miles’ and Emily’s mom.
Romie Policy, youth services librarian, was the facilitator of the event.
“We hold Tales to Tails once a month, usually on the second Monday of the month. We
have a really good turnout and the kids look forward to it. It really does help with their
reading and encourages a love of reading. It is definitely one of our favorite programs,”
Policy said.
Children can bring their own books to read to the therapy dogs, or choose one from the
library.
“I pull books every month for the children to choose from if they want to. I will say I try to
pick dog stories over cat stories, since they are reading to dogs,” Policy said.
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PURPLE POPPIES
Each year we invite Linda & Peter to join us at the West Coast Challenge where you can view their wonderful table of
mementoes. This is some information on this lovely couple.
Contact Linda Scott AWAMO - WA Ambassador plscott@ozemail.com.au 0413 416 524
Have a look on our public face book page - Australian War Animal Memorial Organisation and you will have a good idea
of who we are & what we do
Having spent 10 years in the RAAF and being married to a RAAF Military Dog Handler the German Shepherd is very
close to our heart. My husband still feels the loss of his partner even to this day. I am also the WA Ambassador of
AWAMO (Australian War Animal Memorial Organisation) and we are responsible for the erection of memorial to animals
that have served alongside of our service personnel whether they be Horses, Donkeys, Mules, Camels, Pigeons or Military Working Dogs. We have recently returned from Pozieres France where we erected a memorial to animals that
served in WW1. We had tremendous support from the Belgium, British and French Military Forces, who supplied us with
20 Military Working Dogs and Handlers for the event, we also had Horses (including a horse wearing a rug covered in
Purple Poppies that had been knitted and crocheted in Australia). We had donkeys and also released approx 100 pigeons to the delight of Dr Harry Cooper who travelled for the event along with Dr Brendon Nelson from the Australian
War Memorial.
On a smaller scale but none the less significant we have recently unveiled our first memorial here in WA, on 10th Sep at
Anzac Cottage in Mount Hawthorn.
Whilst memorials are a huge part of what we do they are not our total focus and our president has recently returned
from the US and bought back a saddle that will enable a veteran with amputation to either a left, right or both limbs to
access a horse. We are also involved in assistance dogs for veterans with PTSD and active in provide veterans with
dogs that are living on the streets with K9 care packages. We are proactive in the care of our Military Working Dogs that
have returned from active service to ensure that they receive the best vet care possible when retiring from Military Service.
Our symbol is the Purple Poppy and the month of November is Remembrance Day on 11 November.
Your support in able to assist our 4 legged
diggers "Lest we forget they served too" would
be greatly appreciated.
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Kids and K-9s enjoy tales at the library
Michael Gensamer, 5, showed up at the Canfield Library Monday ready to practice his
reading skills.
He picked out a book and sat down next to his reading partner, Emily, a golden retriever. Michael was
one of a dozen children who went to “Tales to
Tails,” a library program which encourages reading
confidence by having children of all ages read to
dogs.
“I like sitting by the dog when I read,” Michael said.
His older sister, Gabriella Gensamer, also attended
the program.
“It’s easier to read to the dog than in class,” Gabriella said.
The dogs were provided by K-9s for Compassion, a Delta Society Pet Partner Program
based in Hubbard, that uses the pets in hospitals, nursing homes and situations with
children.
“These kids may not like to read to others, but most
don’t care if they’re reading to a dog,” said Cheryl
Soyka, a K-9 member and volunteer. “They focus on the
dog and forget that (the handler) is there.”
Every dog and its owner must complete a 19-step eligibility test and if they pass, then the K-9 member is
asked to volunteer four hours each month. K-9s for
Compassion currently has about 40 members and was
founded by Katie Costello, a veterinary technician at Animal Charity in Youngstown. The idea came to Costello
when she and the Animal Charity staff took Munchkin, a
Dachshund/Beagle mix that was in a wheelchair after being hit by a car, to visit nursing
homes.
The collaboration with the library began when one of the K-9 members, who was also a
Hubbard librarian, read about similar programs across the country. The “Tales to Tails”
and “Paws to Read” programs have been very popular, Soyka said.
Andy Ward, 2, and his 5-year-old brother Gavin Ward, were excited to visit with a tiny dog
named Periwinkle that they had met at another program at the Poland Library. Gavin didn’t just read to Periwinkle, he also told the dog a few knock-knock jokes. The Ward brothers do not have a dog and both said they like coming to the library to read to them.
“Some of these kids might not have pets, so this gives them a little exposure,” Soyka
said. “The dogs provide love and help the kids feel accepted.”
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Men’s beards carry more harmful bacteria than dog fur does, study claims

Who let the beards out? Woof!
A new study that sampled men’s beards found more harmful bacteria in human whiskers
than in dog fur.
“The researchers found a significantly higher bacterial load in specimens taken from the
men’s beards compared with the dogs’ fur,” says professor Andreas Gutzeit of Switzerland’s Hirslanden Clinic.
The study actually intended to understand whether humans could contract dog-borne diseases from an MRI scanner shared by veterinarians. The researchers took swabs from the
scruff of 18 fellas and the necks of 30 canines of various breeds. They found that all of the
bearded men, who were aged 18 to 76, had high microbial counts, while only 23 of the 30
dogs showed similarly high microbial presence.
Seven of the men tested positive for microbes that actually posed a threat to human
health.
“On the basis of these findings, dogs can be considered as clean compared with bearded
men,” says Gutzeit.
Scientists also wiped down the MRI scanner after examining the dogs and found a
“significantly” lower bacteria count compared with levels after human use.
But mustachioed men beg to differ with any negative assessments of their bristles, pointing out that some folks’ maintain better hygiene than others.
“I think it’s possible to find all sorts of unpleasant things if you took swabs from people’s
hair and hands and then tested them,” says Keith Flett, founder of the Beard Liberation
Front. “I don’t believe that beards in themselves are unhygienic.”
And he’s tired of his bearded brethren catching so much flack for their fur.
“There seems to be a constant stream of negative stories about beards that suggest it’s
more about pogonophobia than anything else.”
This article originally appeared on the New York Post.
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To Our Rescuers
Unlike most days at Rainbow Bridge, this day dawned cold and grey, damp as a
swamp and as dismal as could be imagined. All the recent arrivals were confused
and concerned. They had no idea what to think for they had never experienced a
day like this before. But the animals who had spent some time waiting for their beloved people knew exactly what was happening and began to gather at the pathway leading to the Bridge to watch. They knew this was something special.
It wasn't too long before an elderly animal came into view, head hung heavy and
low with tail dragging along the ground. The other animals on the pathway...the
ones who had been at Rainbow Bridge for a while...knew the story of this sad creature immediately. They had seen it happen far too many times.
Although it was obvious the animal's heart was leaden and he was totally overcome with emotional pain and hurt, there was no sign of injury or any illness. Unlike the pets waiting at the Bridge, this dog had not been restored to his prime. He
was full of neither health nor vigour. He approached slowly and painfully, watching
all the pets who were by now watching him. He knew he was out of place here. This
was no resting place for him. He felt instinctively that the sooner he could cross
over, the happier he would be. But alas, as he came closer to the Bridge, his way
was barred by the appearance of an Angel who spoke softly to the old dog and
apologized sorrowfully, telling him that he would not be able to pass. Only those
animals who were with their special people could pass over the Rainbow Bridge.
And he had no special beloved people...not here at the Bridge nor on Earth below.
With no place else to turn, the poor elderly dog looked toward the fields before
the Bridge. There, in a separate area nearby, he spotted a group of other sad-eyed
animals like himself...elderly and infirm. Unlike the pets waiting for their special
people, these animals weren't playing, but simply lying on the green grass, forlornly and miserably staring out at the pathway leading to the Bridge. The recent arrival knew he had no choice but to join them. And so, he took his place among them,
just watching the pathway and waiting.
One of the newest arrivals at the Bridge, who was waiting for his special people,
could not understand what he had just witnessed and asked one of the pets who
had been there for some time to explain it to him.
"That poor dog was a rescue, sent to the pound when his owner grew tired of him.
The way you see him now, with greying fur and sad, cloudy eyes, was exactly the
way he was when he was put into the kennels. He never, ever made it out and
passed on only with the love and comfort that the kennel workers could give him
as he left his miserable and unloved existence on Earth for good. Because he had
no family or special person to give his love, he has nobody to escort him across the
Bridge."
The first animal thought about this for a minute and then asked, "So what will happen now?"
As he was about to receive his answer, the clouds suddenly parted and the allinvasive gloom lifted. Coming toward the Bridge could be seen a single figure...a
person who, on Earth, had seemed quite ordinary...a person who, just like the elderly dog, had just left Earth forever. This figure turned toward a group of the sad
animals and extended outstretched palms. The sweetest sounds they had ever
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echoed gently above them and all were bathed in a pure and golden light. Instantly,
each was young and healthy again, just as they had been in the prime of life.
From within the gathering of pets waiting for their special people, a group of animals emerged and moved toward the pathway. As they came close to the passing
figure, each bowed low and each received a tender pat on the head or a scratch behind the ears. Their eyes grew even brighter as the figure softly murmured each
name. Then, the newly-restored pets fell into line behind the figure and quietly followed this person to the Bridge, where they all crossed together.
The recent arrival who had been watching, was amazed. "What happened?"
"That was a rescuer," came the answer. "That person spent a lifetime trying to help
pets of all kinds. The ones you saw bowing in respect were those who found new
homes because of such unselfish work. They will cross when their families arrive.
Those you saw restored were ones who never found homes. When a rescuer arrives,
they are permitted to perform one, final act of rescue. They are allowed to escort
those poor pets that couldn't place on Earth across the Rainbow Bridge. You see, all
animals are special to them...just as they are special to all animals."
"I think I like rescuers," said the recent arrival.
"So does God," was the reply.
A SMALL TOKEN TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR EFFORTS IN RESCUING OUR BEAUTIFUL BREED
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THANK YOU TO THESE CANINES
The Australian War Animal Memorial Organisation (AWAMO) in WA presented the dogs and their
handlers with special 'Thank You' packs which include post service support to retired Military
Working Dogs in the form of food and reduced vet bills.
The ceremony was a first for Western Australia with more planned to recognise the service of our
military working dogs and support their handlers who often wear the financial support of caring
for the dogs in their retirement.
Seven retired Military Working Dogs; Dagger, Digger, Fang, Frenzy, Onyx, Rico and Victory, were
thanked for their service in a small ceremony at RAAF Base Pearce’s 3SECFOR unit on Tuesday
26 February 2019.

L-R:
Sergeant Russell Bennett with Fang, Corporal Sean Gillett with Frenzy, Leading Aircraft Woman Heidi Keane
with Dagger, Leading Aircraft Woman Jessica Holmes with Onyx, Mr Peter Scott, Linda Scott, Detachment
Commander 3 Security Force Squadron RAAF Base Pearce, Flight Lieutenant Lawrence O’Rielly, Corporal
Nathan Beck with Digger, Mrs Capri Beck with Victory and Corporal Luke Webber with Rico.
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True Energy Based Leadership Development: From the perspective of your
dog "How my company allows me to help millions of people and their dogs"Lessons in Leadership.
By "TheK9Within"- Isaac Mass, Human-K9 Life Coach
Many of us are dog lovers at heart and we can all attest to the therapeutic benefits that
our dogs give us. As a Human-K9 Life Coach, I have come across many dog lovers who
definitely LOVE their dog, but they many times lack the proper RESPECT for their dog. Respect for your dog means that you are mindful and aware of the the nature of your dogs
status in the pack. The more important and dominant the dog is, the more respect they
need. Disrespect many times includes, yelling, hitting, choking with a prong collar and
even a shock collar. With this progressive mindset I set out to create my company, as I
have experienced so many dogs that are either dumped or neglected because the owner
just doesn’t understand their dog.
In order for the owner to understand the dog they honestly have to understand themselves first. Many times we approach our dogs with the expectation that they should either be perfect, serve as our emotional cushion or they should just “blend in”. All of those
unrealistic thoughts can stem from the fact that we get bent up and stressed out during
the day, to the point that we look at our dogs an escape from that stress. The negative
outcome though, is that our dogs soak up that negative stress and end up becoming
products of stress to the owner. It is therefore essential for the dog owner to learn how to
be the best leader possible for themselves, family, co workers and dog. Being a leader is
what we were born to be, we are all pioneers of our own right. We have to increase our
mindfulness and mental awareness of our strengths and qualities in order to understand
and believe that we can lead with the proper balanced energy.
All of us have the potential to lead and trail blaze. When we have a vision and passion and
act on it, that is already one sign of leadership. The fact that you were simply aware of
what YOU can accomplish is enough to guarantee you success for your business, family
life and dog ownership. We just have to become more aware of the qualities we have. The
law of nature is all about truth and no lies. Dogs live with reality and because of that we
need to be true leaders. Dogs live their lives with leaders guiding their daily life, and we
do as well. So when we focus on being the best leader possible with your dog we will end
up being the best leader as well for our co workers, family and friends.
The love for Humankind and dogs both fill me with this passion and inner fire, and it is my
wish that everyone can become the best leader possible and to love and respect their dog
properly. And as a motivational speaker this is my main objective, to develop better leaders and to provide the wisdom needed to love and respect your dog.
The thoughts they think are the thoughts you create. YOU are powerful!
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Face of 4,000-year-old Neolithic dog reconstructed for first time after tomb discovery
Canine was similar size to large collie with features akin to European grey wolf
The face of a dog discovered in a tomb in Orkney has been revealed for the first time in more than 4,000
years. Forensic artist Amy Thornton used a 3D print from a CT scan of the creature's skull to create a
model of its head, building up muscle, skin and hair.
Radiocarbon dating of the dog bones unearthed at Cuween has shown canines were placed in the chamber more than 500 years after the passage tomb was built, suggesting they were ritually buried. Steve
Farrar, interpretation manager at HES, said: "Just as they're treasured pets today, dogs clearly had an
important place in Neolithic Orkney, as they were kept and trained as pets and guards and perhaps used
by farmers to help tend sheep.
t the remains discovered at Cuween Hill suggest that dogs had a particularly special significance for the
farmers who lived around and used the tomb about 4,500 years ago.
"Maybe dogs were their symbol or totem, perhaps they thought of themselves as the 'dog people'.
"While reconstructions have previously been made of people from the Neolithic era, we do not know of
any previous attempt to forensically reconstruct an animal from this time.
"Looking at this dog helps us better relate to the people who cared for and venerated these animals, people whose ingenuity and sophistication made Orkney such an important place in the Neolithic and who
have left us with such a rich legacy of monuments today."
Archaeologist describes wooden bowl found during dig on Orkney
The Cuween Dog was about the size of a large collie and had features similar to those of a European
grey wolf.
Historians believe it can reveal information about ceremonial practices and the symbolic significance of
canines in Late Neolithic Orkney as well as the appearance of domestic dogs in the third millennium BC.
Last year, HES published 3D digital models of the chambered cairns to better reveal the sophisticated
structure of the monuments to the public.
This process involves taking hundreds of overlapping images which are then combined to create a 3D
model, enabling users from anywhere in the world to explore the sites in detail online.
The canine reconstruction is part of this wider project to use cutting-edge technology to share the stories
of Orkney's Neolithic chambered tombs with visitors.
Neolithic Britons came from across country for mass national feasts
How 90% of Britain's neolithic population vanished in just 300 years
Ancient British stone circles were used for ‘Neolithic parties’
The latest work was originally created in clay using traditional methods, with a 3D print of the Cuween Hill
skull as the base to build the anatomy on to.
It was then cast in silicone and finished with the fur coat resembling a European grey wolf, as advised by
experts.
HES said the work will go on display in Orkney this year.
Ms Thornton, who trained in facial reconstruction methods at the University of Dundee, said: "This reconstruction has been a particularly interesting project to be involved in, as it marks the first time I've employed forensic methods that would usually be
used for a human facial reconstruction and applied these to an animal skull.
The earth mother of all neolithic discoveries
"This brought its own set of challenges, as
there is much less existing data relating to average tissue depths in canine skulls compared
to humans."
Cuween Hill chambered cairn - built between
3000 and 2400 BC - is an example of a Neolithic chamber tomb.
It has four cells opening off a central chamber,
which is accessed down a passage.
The structure suggests there was a belief in an
afterlife 5,000 years ago, with evidence of complex burial rites.
In all, 24 dog bones and skulls were discovered when the Neolithic site was excavated in
1901, as well as the remains of eight humans.
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Dog Wins Medal After Running 140
Mile Marathon
Across Sahara Desert
Dogs love nothing more than going for lovely long walks, happy to
run on and on even when their
panicking owner is already five
minutes late for work and trying to
tempt them home with the promise of biscuits.
However, one very good boy has taken things to the next level, running for over 100 miles in the Sahara
Desert heat alongside hardy racers in the famously grueling Marathon des Sables.
The enthusiastic little dog – whose name is Cactus – joined the marathon runners during the second
stage of the 140.7 mile marathon, finishing at a very respectable 52nd place out of approximately 800
runners.
Bear in mind, the Marathon des Sables is known to be one of the toughest endurance tests on the planet, whether you’re on two legs or four
Athletic Cactus completed the third stage of the marathon in an extremely impressive four hours and 30
minutes. He finished the fourth stage in 11 hours and 15 minutes, battling a sandstorm while running.
By the time the furry warrior reached the fifth stage, he was given his very own marathon number – 000
– with his new fans cheering him on as they followed his incredible progress through a tracking device.
Fellow runners reportedly helped him out along the way by giving him water, while his social media fan
base tweeted words of encouragement.
After he crossed the finishing line, Cactus was greeted with a well-deserved round of applause and his
very own hard won medal. A very, very well done to Cactus. An inspiration and motivation to long walk
loving dogs everywhere!
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SBE Results – Long Stock Coats
Baby Bitch Hauberk Willow
Baby Dog Iccara Brother In Arms
Puppy Bitch Wohlstand Drivin Miss Daisy
Puppy Dog Sabaranburg Skywalker
Junior Bitch Iccara China Doll
Intermediate Bitch Glenbala Ambitious Dream
State Siegerin Volscaro Ciao Ooshie
State Sieger –
Sabaranburg Quozy
State Vice Sieger Shaygar Venetian Zhar
SBE Results – Stock Coats
Baby Bitch Maerceci Mischievous Rafferty
Baby Dog Bronboreo Hannibal Gidget
Minor Bitch Bronboreo Ginger Minge
Minor Dog Chevyvale Chevy
Puppy Bitch Cerrah Pennies From Heaven
Puppy Dog Grandwest Wikko
Junior Bitch Hauberk Gina
Junior Dog LaShadas Ajax
Intermediate Bitch Sabaranburg Reikki
Intermediate Dog Sabaranburg Rosco
State Siegerin Bronboreo Vejaja
State Vice Siegerin - Swartzlic Fizz Gidget
State Sieger Schaeferhund Rafael
State Vice Sieger Pamakay Kruizer
Top Show and Obedience Junior - Pamakay Kruizer – Iain McIntosh
Top Show and Obedience Senior - Lindenelm Pink Champagne – Tricia McGregor
Top Lady Handler – Dianne Roberts Trophy – Maerceci Uber Magic – Diane Webb—
95 points Exc Qualified
Child Handlers
Junior Handler –
1st place - Brandon Palmer
Intermediate Handler - 1st place - Lieschen Kohler
2nd place - Ella Campbell
3rd place - Mitchell Shea & Alison Shea (tied)
Obedience and Rally O
CCD 1st place Rally O – Excellent A - 1st place Rally O – Novice 1st place Rally O – Masters 1st place -

Lindenelm French Champagne
95 points Qualified
*CH Volscaro Lenton Brae CCD ET RA 93 points Qualified
Joanchell Rocco TD
91 points Exc Qualified
TSGCH Madrodish Made For Luvin U 94 points Exc Qualified
CDX RAE RM 63.5cm

Obedience – Graduation classes
Pre-Kindy Advanced Pre-Kindy Kindy Class One -

Cinderhof Ibizaa
Glenbala Ambitious Dream
Volscaro Giorgio Ultimate
Pamakay Kruizer
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